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What is Anime
• Anime originated from Japan. It’s the 

short form for the word animation.

• With It’s hand drawn colorful 

graphics, it catches the eyes of many 

children, young teens, and adults.

• Because of this, Anime has caught a 

large support of audiences in Japan 

and has made major recognition 

throughout the whole world especially 

making a big impact in America.

• Certain animes are mostly intended 

for adults. It depends on the context, 

and how it is shown too.



Miyazaki’s 
Early Life

• Miyazaki was born in the town of Akebono 

Cho, part of Tachikawa, Tokyo on January 

5th, 1941.

• He is the second youngest out of his four 

siblings in his family.

• Throughout his childhood, Miyazaki was 

forced to switch schools several times. 

• When Hayao was three, Miyazaki and his  

family was forced to evacuate Bunkyō. At 

age nine Hayao and his family returned 

home from , but then the  following year he 

switched to a American-influenced 

elementary school. Then Miyazaki 

attended Toyotama High School in Japan 

again.

• During junior year, Miyazaki realized his passion 

for animating after watching the film Hakujaden

also known as (The Tale of the White Serpent) 

• After completing high school, Miyazaki went to 

Gakushuin University. He graduated in 1963 with 

his degrees in political science and economics.

• Miyazaki later decided to become a Manga 

artist. Even though he was mostly good at 

drawing various vehicles such as planes, cars, 

and tanks.

• He started to take lessons in drawing people and 

to further study in animation.



Career
• On April 1963, Miyazaki got a job 

working at Toei Animation, a Japanese 

animation studio working as an Artist 

and animator.

• Couple of months after working with 

Toei Animation he became the chief 

secretary in Toei’s Union labor.

• He was then named as the main key 

animator for Toei Animation.

• In 1971, Hayao Miyazaki left Toei 

animation to pursue other animation 

companies



Art Style
• Hayao Miyazaki’s art style is very unique, distinct and combines by using Japanese 

(anime/manga) and American animation together. A very strange combination. 

• Many of his films are diversely styled, which is mainly due to the fact that 

Miyazaki traveled to various different places as a child.  

• Miyazaki uses a mixed variety of creative innovative animation techniques to 

produce amazing landscapes, beautiful sceneries, and using environmentalism.



Creating 
Studio Ghibli

• The name Ghibli was given by 
Miyazaki from the Italian noun 
"ghibli“. Which was based off Arabic 
for the hot desert like wind of the 
country.

• Studio Ghibli was founded in June 
15th, 1985 by Hayao Miyazaki and 
with film and anime directors Isao 
Takahata and Toshio Suzuki. And 
later on Yasuyoshi Tokuma. 

• Mostly The studio has mainly 
produced films by Miyazaki because 
they’re so popular.



Popular Films Created by Hayao 
Miyazaki
• Mostly all of his films in the 1980’s became extremely popular with movies such as

• My Neighbor Totoro- (1988)

• Kiki's Delivery Service-(1989)

• Princess Mononoke- (1997)

• Spirited Away- (2001)

• Howl's Moving Castle- (2004)

• Ponyo- (2008)

• Mary and the Witches Flower-(2017)
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Studio Ghibli Movie Trailers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=92a7Hj0ijLs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gf-t6jv00hA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4OiMOHRDs14

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJRJveWPPRU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=92a7Hj0ijLs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gf-t6jv00hA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4OiMOHRDs14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJRJveWPPRU


Therefore



• Miyazaki has created a major legacy of 

iconic films that beloved by millions of 

people worldwide. 

• For films like Spirited Away, princess 

miyazaki, and my neighbor totoro are 

just examples from the list of best films 

of all time Miyazaki created.

• Miyazaki has Influenced many people 

as the pixar who described that “when 

we have a problem and we cant solve 

it, we often take one of Miyazaki’s and 

look at a scene in our screen shooting 

room for inspiration”.



Thank You For Listening
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